Dear Members of the Adhoc Group and Observers

You are kindly invited to the 4th session of our Calendar to share and discuss about

- **Important notes and next Meetings 2017** (by coordinator)
- **Follow up on the Document** for DG and Partnerships Unit concerning the programs of our INGOs in FAO- Regions following the different representations of our INGOs in countries related to the RC in 2018. We want to proceed in the study and submit comments to FAO.
- **Visitors:**
  - Welcome to Mariet Verhoef Cohen Women for Water Partnership President
  - Welcome to Mrs. Lia Giovanazzi alternate representative Religions for Peace
  - Welcome to Mr. Thomas Price - GFAR senior Advisor GFAR Secretariat
  - Welcome to ing. M.Giannotti (expert biologist environmental bio-tech)
- **AoB** (renewal of our contribution for website maintenance)

Please confirm your presence ONLY at mail@ahgingos.org.

Thank you, to help preparing the future meetings.

Cristina Gorajski - AHG Coordinator –
+39 3481204886

useful Links  www.ahgingos.org  www.fao.org

www.land-water/overview//global-framework